BY JERRY ZEIDENBERG

CHICAGO — Solutions for interoperability are hot commodities these days, and the market for Vendor Neutral Archives, which can house and interchange all manner of healthcare information, is growing by leaps and bounds. It's estimated that sales of VNAs are growing by double digits each year, compared with single digit growth for traditional Picture Archiving and Communication Systems.

Hospitals and health regions have found their PACS often have a hard time exchanging images with systems provided by other vendors; moreover, most PACS do not easily accommodate data from electronic health record systems and other sources.

The latest Radiological Society of North America conference, held in Chicago last December, was a showcase for a variety of leading-edge VNAs. The booths of these vendors were buzzing with healthcare managers seeking solutions to their interoperability headaches.

Let’s face it, getting different databases and archives to easily communicate is no easy task — despite the pronouncements of vendors, who often assert that interoperability is a mere technical problem. Unfortunately, it’s a problem they either haven’t been able to solve or one they don’t want to.

Montreal physician creates new telemedicine platform

Reacts, a new company led by cardiologist/intensivist Dr. Yanick Beaulieu, has produced an innovative platform for telehealth and other applications. The system is capable of supporting multiple video streams, enabling healthcare professionals to see each other while performing various tasks. Hospitals throughout Quebec, as well as in New York, Europe and Asia have been testing the solution.

Interoperability headaches eased by VNAs?

Vendor Neutral Archives are seen by some as a solution to interoperability woes.
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Super Newfoundland
The $50 million Translational and Personalized Medicine Initiative will apply analytics to healthcare problems in three areas: genomics, operations management and predictive technologies.
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Connecting the doctors
A Facebook-like system for physicians and healthcare professionals helps keep them in touch with each other. Now, the system offers analytics, allowing doctors to gauge and improve their own performance.
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Impressive imaging
Our report on the recent Radiological Society of North America meeting, in Chicago, sums up announcements made on the trade show floor. New developments include advances in interventional radiology, portable ultrasound, MRI for prostate imaging, and more.
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Montreal innovators create new form of medical videoconferencing

BY JERRY ZEIDENBERG

MONTREAL – A Canadian cardiologist/intensivist with entrepreneurial flair has launched Reacts, a company that offers high-powered videoconferencing at low prices, making it easier for medical professionals to collaborate.

The Reacts platform is said to bring the performance of expensive videoconferencing systems, which often require special equipment and dedicated rooms, to standard, off-the-shelf desktop computers, tablets and smartphones. It’s a solution that could very well shake up the telehealth sector – turning what was once a specialized art into an everyday tool that can be used by doctors, nurses, and patients alike.

Significantly, the system can handle multiple video streams with little loss of speed. Healthcare professionals can watch each other in conversation in one window on a computer screen, while viewing a patient’s face in another, and zooming in on a problem, like a wound, in a third window.

With Reacts, health professionals can teach, supervise and provide remote care as if they are right next to their patients, colleagues and other professionals, said Dr. Yanick Beaulieu, a cardiologist and intensive care specialist who works at Hôpital du Sacré-Coeur de Montréal and led the creation of Reacts. “My team and I call this hyperpresence.”

The company has produced unique features that could be of great use to professionals in healthcare, like augmented reality and real-time image overlay. For example, a feature called ‘chroomakey’ allows users to superimpose their own hand-gestures over the images or streams being viewed – much like the ‘green screen’ effect used in television weather reports – showing exactly where to make an incision or how to treat a bed ulcer. An instructor, for example, could provide guidance to other physicians operating at a remote location; or an experienced nurse could offer help to a neophyte nurse providing wound care to a house-bound patient.

“Tertiary hospitals are often called for help by community hospitals, but these smaller hospitals don’t have telemedicine rooms,” said Dr. Beaulieu. “They end up texting and sending pictures on their smartphones, which isn’t very effective and also isn’t traceable.”

Smaller hospitals that do have traditional telemedicine equipment are often hamstrung by the need to schedule the equipment beforehand. That’s not much help in the case of fast-breaking medical emergencies or problems that require a quick answer.

What was really needed, said Dr. Beaulieu, were telehealth systems that were inexpensive and readily available – using everyday computer and telephone equipment. And of course, the systems had to be secure, given the sensitive nature of medical information.

“We created a very secure solution that costs only $84 a year for each user, runs on Windows devices in its full version and on Android and iOS devices in its ‘lite’ version,” said Dr. Beaulieu. He noted that Reacts makes use of the highest security standards, which are required for healthcare applications in Quebec and other provinces.

A relatively new language for web video called WebRTC is used in Reacts, which also helps boost operating speeds. To date, Reacts has been used in pilot projects by four major health systems in the province of Quebec – at McGill University Health Centre, the CHUM, CHUS and CHUQ. It has also been tried in New York, as well as hospitals in Europe. It is now being launched for general use across Canada, the United States and around the world.

Dr. Beaulieu started working on Reacts in 2012, and he now employs a team of 12 computer and telecom experts. He noted the system could be used for teaching ultrasound skills. Both doctors and students.

In 2015, Reacts will add a drawing package, so that users can draw on top of images – an additional asset to instructors and students.

In the summer of 2014, Reacts was used at the Montreal Grand Prix. It wasn’t a frivolous exercise – the tool helped medical personnel provide care. In one instance, an accident occurred and patients were flown by helicopter to a nearby hospital. Reacts was used to provide video images and instruction right in the helicopter, with doctors at the hospital instructing the crew.

“The hospital could follow the patient in the helicopter through Reacts using a cellular connection,” said Dr. Beaulieu. “It worked well.”

He noted the system could be used by ambulances, as well, in the case of trauma or other situations. Doctors could remotely instruct paramedics, enabling advanced care to occur even before the patient reaches the hospital.

Currently, Reacts is a point-to-point solution. It can support numerous video feeds, along with file transfers, but only from one site to another. In 2015 the plan is to launch the multi-point version, where several sites can all communicate with each other. One might wonder about the performance of the system across Canada, since the servers are housed in data centres in Montreal. But Dr. Beaulieu observed that Reacts recently conducted tests with users in Hong Kong, with startling results. “There was virtually no latency,” he commented.

Now, he said, healthcare groups in Morocco are set to begin using it, as well. Despite who uses the system, no personal health data resides on the system – all information stays at the hospital, clinic or location in which it originated. Reacts is strictly the bridge that connects various users.

S

T. JOHN’S – Memorial University has announced the launch of a Translational and Personalized Medicine Initiative, a program that will benefit from $50 million in contributions from private and public sector partners.

IBM Canada is providing $30 million in computer hardware, software and staffing over the next five years, while the government of Canada will contribute nearly $13 million through the Canadian Institutes of Health Research ($10 million) and the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency ($3 million). The provincial governments of Newfoundland and Labrador is investing $7.2 million.

The effort will marry the university’s strengths in high performance computing with its medical school, and in the parallel areas of big data, genomics and analytics, knowledge that can be transferred to healthcare practitioners in Newfoundland and Labrador and abroad.

Dr. Randy Giffen, a medical doctor who transitioned to the study of analytics and predictive methodologies and joined IBM Canada to become a software architect, said the goal is to apply analytics to healthcare in three areas – genomics, operations management, and predictive technologies.

“In traditional medicine, we’ll find new associations between genetics and illness. In the area of operations management, we’re looking at how to improve scheduling and workload management. “For example, in healthcare, there is a lot of interest in Lean. People want to know where the bottlenecks are and where the waste is. “As well, we will bring more analytics into the day-to-day practice of medicine.”

Dr. Giffen explained that IBM Canada has done a great deal of work in privacy, governance and data stewardship, and has developed computer systems and dashboards that can detect and display problems in remote machines before they become serious.

While emphasizing that people are very different than machines, Dr. Giffen said that some of the expertise could certainly be transferred to create models of predictive behaviour and illness for humans.

As a very simple example, he noted that a WiFi weight scale can be used to track the onset of congestive heart failure in cardiac patients. “A simple scale can be quite predictive of a patient getting into trouble,” he said. “Why not automate it and use it for alerting physicians?”

In January, Dr. Giffen will start a new role as solution architect at the new Centre for Health Informatics and Analytics (CHIA) at Memorial University. Researchers will have access to one of Atlantic Canada’s fastest computing environments – essentially a supercomputer that has been installed by IBM Canada.

CHIA researchers, starting in 2015, will focus on issues such as colorectal cancer, long-term care and laboratory utilization, according to a news release.

The genomics effort will begin by looking at issues such as hearing loss, neurocognitive diseases, back pain, vision loss, colorectal cancer and breast cancer.

At a launch event for the Translational and Personalized Medicine Initiative last November, Dr. Giffen, IBM vice president, public sector, said the supercomputer that has been installed on the Memorial University campus will be an important tool for researchers.

Problem-solving that previously required months, using traditional computer systems and methodologies, can be achieved in a matter of minutes with the new equipment, Chapman said.